SEIHC Patient Eligibility

- Must live in Franklin or Ripley County
- Must not have any healthcare coverage or insurance
- Must meet the financial criteria of: At or below 275% of the current Federal Poverty Level which is updated annually.
- Must be in good standing with SEIHC.
  - If has missed 3 or more scheduled appointments (no show), the patient will be removed from eligibility list.
  - If has made any mis-statements of financial status and eligibility, the patient will be removed from eligibility list.

SEIHC will accommodate urgent health concerns that walk-in and will finalize eligibility following the appointment. If a person is found not to be eligible to the center, SEIHC will not charge the patient for the visit but will ask for a nominal donation for services rendered.

To be eligible on the basis of income, patients' gross income (as reported on tax forms) must fall at or below 275% of the Federal Poverty Income Guidelines. The following information needs to be attached to the completed application:

- W-2 or 1099 Forms (last calendar year);
- Income Tax Return (most recent);
- Income Check (current pay check stub, disability, compensation, unemployment, etc.);
- Case Worker’s Name (if Receiving County Public Assistance); and
- Any other data that will aid in processing your application.